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Organizing Committee 
of Luxury Lifestyle Awards

 Dear Team of Insidherland,

 We are happy to inform you that your company has shown itself as a brilliant 
representative of the luxury services industry.

 After a thorough research process, it was distinguished as one of the best in 
this market. Your impeccable performance and aspirations to always be top-notch 
have been highly appreciated. And now we are pleased to announce, that in accord- 
ance with the results of the study, Insidherland became the winner of Luxury Life-
style Awards in the category of  !e Best Luxury Furniture and Homeware in 
Portugal.

 Please accept our heartfelt congratulations on behalf of the Organizing Com- 
mittee of Luxury Lifestyle Awards upon achieving such a great result and getting 
your e!orts recognized and celebrated. We wish your company to reach new levels of 
prosperity and conquer even bigger heights. We will be happy to see you among our 
participants next year.



Created by Architect Joana Santos Barbosa in 2012, InsidherLand is a Portuguese
brand of exclusive design inspired by the natural wonders and the excellence of art.
Drawn with the creator's signature and handcrafted by her team of Portuguese
master craftsmen and jewelers, the impressive creations have been highlighted as
soulful designs that embody the expertise of traditional craft techniques.
InsidherLand is positioned in strategic markets of high-end luxury decoration and
has been conquering architects and design studios who seek for one of a kind
pieces of art.

I’m a strong believer 

that I’m not a creator of objects 
but a fearless sculptor of dreams. 

JSB



www.insidherland.com

HIGH RESOLUTION IMAGES 

www.instagram.com/insidherland
www.pinterest.com/insidherland
www.facebook.com/insidherland

INSIDHERLAND SOCIAL

InsidherLand provides HR images and details of all creations. 
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